
2.7 Student Satisfaction Survey Analysis

A student satisfaction survey was conducted for the students of the
academic year 2019-’21. The primary details like their name, gender,
age, subject of study, email id were collected in the first section of the
questionnaire. The second section consisted of 21 questions based
on the teaching-learning process, teaching pedagogy and institutional
facilities provided by the institution.

The results of the survey are given below















21. Give three observation/suggestions to improve the overall teaching-learning
experience in your institution.84 responses

Good

Should provide more opportunities for personality development

The teaching methods are really effective.

1, Good learning atmosphere, 2, Teachers are very helpful , 3, curricular and cocurricular activities are

helping and improving our skill and knowledge

Teaching learning experience in our situation is very good , effective, and satisfiable

No more suggestions

Use ICT in teaching learning process

Promote practical learning

Ensure active participation of students in teaching-learning.

teaching - learning process ന� രീതിയിൽ ആണ് നട�ു�ത്

More communication with the students

To more friendly to the students

Need some improvents in Participative learning strategies.

The overall teaching learning experience in the institution was very good

Add extra curricular activities

Nothing

Try to give career placements to student trainees

Give the students maximum exposure. Give more attention to students. Try to understand every

students family backgrounds and give support.



Overall teaching-learning experience is very good

Encourage practical and active learning

An improved access to library, more individual attention and increased use of ICT

More materials

Nothing special

Ensure increased participation of all students.

Today world needed really Smart teachers who are most effecient in using modern teaching

technologies. So institution must provide facilities for students to learn and operate smart boards,

projectors etc...

To conduct different workshop based on teaching

Try to make ICT enabled teaching in all classes

All teachers should try to use ICT in class.

1. Build a personal connection with students, create a sence of communications, make discussion

meaningfully

Make necessary measures in taking classes by the students to teach each other

Field visits , Workshops , Seminars

Teachers must encourage students extra curricular activities.

Need to maintain a good library

More interaction with students.

Keep touch with pupil

Appropriate use of psychology lab , Use of ICT in classroom,
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Availability of required toilets ,online model test papers, auditorium

Provide carrier guidance classes

Supporting teachers, ready to help, encouraging

No suggestions its all very good to improve

All the teachers should be kind enough to all the students. Try to open library, add literature books

like fiction. Try to regularly collect student feedback in eritten form.

Use of technological devices can be improved .



Introduce more ict enabled teaching learning process, more interactive sessions,

Satisfied

Inculcate innovative methods, more use of advanced technology.

College can give a special hour for library.

No suggestions.

Satisfactory

Reduce work load, to understand the difficulties of students,do not show parshiality to students

Punctuality

Nil

Increase other activities, reduce quantity of works, assignments...

It will be good if teachers take classes that are interesting to students rather than simple lecturing.

provide field trips , fest etc to inculcate organizing skills in students

Very well Teaching and very good institution.

Excellent experience

Give proper importance to physical education

Encouraging students to present works regularly,connecting the learning material to the real world

and providing more group work and collaboration could enhance the teaching- learning experience.

Conduct trips, discussions,debates

1. Try to take effective actions to improve group cohesion among various optional students. 2. Each

optional teacher educators should try to maintain a good relationship with all students of the

institute. 3. Should give more importance to drama and art education classes.

Individual practice and motivationwill be favourable
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Motivate students, support them in their weaknesses, provide equal opportunities

Give more opportunity to students for environmental teching& learning.

Need more best sanitation facilities

equal consideration and marks for works submitted through online classes

Proper feedback, Proper facilities

Nothing

Spend more time with students and communicate with them personally.,

1.improve toilet facilities



It is better if you could include more interactive activities and external resources

Use more ict to take class, give more attention to placements

Add more interactive study method.

Make the computer lab accessible to the students in an effective manner.
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Conduct workshop based on modern teaching practices

good

Fully satisfied


